
ENGAGE.TOUCH SOFTWARE MODULES
The enGAGE.Touch software platform offers a wide range of visitor management 
capabilities, including interactive directory, wayfinding, mobile handover, event 

management and e-Concierge functionality.  
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The enGAGE.Touch software  
suite features:

• A cloud-based content 
management system that allows 
users to easily manage all content 
and branding 

• Cloud-based data storage with 
back-ups of past content 

• Optional widgets including 
weather, an announcement ticker, 
news feeds, and the company 
Twitter feed 

• Mobile Handover capabilities that 
allow guests to access or share 
directory and wayfinding content 
on their mobile phones 

• Optional visitor management 
integration that adds a layer 
of security to visitor/employee 
interactions via SMS/email photo 
identification  

• A single, easy-to-use dashboard 
for the entire software platform

CLICK HERE for videos about our enGAGE.Touch platform.

https://vimeo.com/248315370
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             Directory

Each digital building directory is customizable to meet unique business 
needs, including support for detailed floor and campus maps. Editing 
permissions may be granted to multiple users, including office tenants. 
Facility services, amenities and announcements may be displayed 
alongside directory information. Can be displayed in lobby floor, desktop 
or wall configurations.

             Wayfinding

Designed to give visitors navigational support to and from any location, 
whether interior or exterior. Optional blinking paths and interactive 3D 
maps are also available, and SMS integration offers additional assistance 
for those who prefer written assistance.

             Mobile Handover Allows users to transfer wayfinding maps to their smartphones as they 
navigate buildings or campuses.

             Visitor Management

Enables notifcations to be sent directly from the visitor to the employee’s 
mobile phone via SMS or email, simplifying communication for both 
parties while keeping contact information private. Can be used with an 
optional integrated camera featuring advanced photo-capture software 
for increased security.

             Event Management Allows kiosks to dynamically display events at monitors or digital signage 
locations throughout buildings, facilities or campuses.

             Advertising Channel Static or touchscreen options allow images and text to be uploaded to 
display advertising for businesses, products or services.

REDYREF provides support and services for software with an annual or monthly managed 
service rate.

CUSTOM DESIGN, AS WELL AS INSTALLATION SERVICES, ARE AVAILABLE

THE REDYREF CLIENT PORTFOLIO PROUDLY INCLUDES:


